
 

 

Manor Park Community Association 
100 Thornwood Road 

Ottawa, On 
K1K 4Y1 

 
May 1, 2020 

 
Re: Vote on Urban Expansion 

Dear Mayor Watson and Council Members: 

 

The Manor Park Community Association (MPCA) wishes to make explicit our objection to further urban 
expansion. We believe the current urban boundary for the City of Ottawa should stand. We agree 
completely with New Edinburgh’s letter to Councillor King in this regard.  

 

During this term of Council, you have declared both a Climate Emergency and a Housing and 
Homelessness Emergency. We applaud these steps because they acknowledge what residents of Ottawa 
truly care about: the challenges of finding affordable and adequate shelter and the threats to health and 
safety posed by the climate crisis.  

In keeping with these declarations, we urge you to vote for an Official Plan “land budget” that does not 
require expansion of the urban boundary. We can no longer afford a pattern of urban development that 
extends municipal services further out, paves over farmland and rural areas needed by future 
generations of young farmers, compromises food security and compounds the problems of urban sprawl. 
It is well understood that remote and sprawling subdivisions do not create the affordable housing and 
public services needed by Ottawa’s diverse community nor do they reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

We acknowledge that saying no to urban expansion means saying yes to greater density within the 
current urban boundary.  

Our challenge is to do it right, by creating policies that extend the benefits of urban life to all 
neighbourhoods in our culturally diverse city. The City’s plan to foster transitions to “15 minute 
neighbourhoods” is a step in that direction, if it is sensitive to the needs of existing neighbourhoods and 
if it results in walkable and green neighbourhoods in many parts of the city, not just the urban core.  

Densification needs to be carefully controlled and managed though such means as zoning, active and 
public transportation infrastructure improvements, better use of space in commercial zones, and 
provision of adequate green space for residents living in densely populated areas. All City policies must 
be aligned with these goals. 
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The R4 amendments, for example, must be aligned to healthy densification goals ensuring  adequate 
green space around new apartment builds and apartment footprints that are conducive to healthy 
physical and  mental health. Densification policies must create incentives for families to stay in the city 
and to build strong communities around schools and parks. Greater use of commercial areas for 
residential space has a strong potential to alleviate densification pressures on established 
neighbourhoods, for example along the Strip Malls of St Laurent in Manor Park. The Train Yards could 
be an opportunity for a vibrant community 

 

We believe there is a policy path to accommodation of a larger urban population within the current 
urban boundary, while at the same time fostering sustainable, just and healthy neighbourhoods.  

 

All of us care about keeping Ottawa as a habitable, affordable and sustainable city. 

We urge you to vote to maintain the current urban boundary in Ottawa’s Official Plan. It’s a critical 
decision to help us build the communities we want for our city now and for future generations. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Elizabeth McAllister 

President 

Manor Park Community Association 

 


